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BASIC SCIENCE ARTICLE

Chorioamnionitis induces changes in ovine pulmonary
endogenous epithelial stem/progenitor cells in utero
Helene Widowski1,2,3, Daan R. M. G. Ophelders1,3, Anaïs J. C. N. van Leeuwen1, Peter G. J. Nikkels4, Carmen A. H. Severens-Rijvers5,
Vanessa L. S. LaPointe6, Jack P. M. Cleutjens5,7, Matthias C. Hütten8,9, Matthew W. Kemp10, Matthew S. Payne10, Masatoshi Saito10,11,
Haruo Usuda10,11, John P. Newnham10, Alan H. Jobe10,12, Boris W. Kramer1,3,13, Tammo Delhaas2,7, Tim G. A. M. Wolfs1,3 and
Niki L. Reynaert14,15

BACKGROUND: Chorioamnionitis, an intrauterine infection of the placenta and fetal membranes, is a common risk factor for
adverse pulmonary outcomes in premature infants including BPD, which is characterized by an arrest in alveolar development. As
endogenous epithelial stem/progenitor cells are crucial for organogenesis and tissue repair, we examined whether intrauterine
inflammation negatively affects these essential progenitor pools.
METHODS: In an ovine chorioamnionitis model, fetuses were intra-amniotically exposed to LPS, 2d or 7d (acute inflammation)
before preterm delivery at 125d of gestation, or to intra-amniotic Ureaplasma parvum for 42d (chronic inflammation). Lung function,
pulmonary endogenous epithelial stem/progenitor pools, and downstream functional markers were studied.
RESULTS: Lung function was improved in the 7d LPS and 42d Ureaplasma groups. However, intrauterine inflammation caused a
loss of P63+ basal cells in proximal airways and reduced SOX-9 expression and TTF-1+ Club cells in distal airways. Attenuated type-
2 cell numbers were associated with lower proliferation and reduced type-1 cell marker Aqp5 expression, indicative for impaired
progenitor function. Chronic Ureaplasma infection only affected distal airways, whereas acute inflammation affected stem/
progenitor populations throughout the lungs.
CONCLUSIONS: Acute and chronic prenatal inflammation improve lung function at the expense of stem/progenitor alterations that
potentially disrupt normal lung development, thereby predisposing to adverse postnatal outcomes.

Pediatric Research (2021) 90:549–558; https://doi.org/10.1038/s41390-020-01204-9

IMPACT:

● In this study, prenatal inflammation improved lung function at the expense of stem/progenitor alterations that potentially
disrupt normal lung development, thereby predisposing to adverse postnatal outcomes.

● Importantly, we demonstrate that these essential alterations can already be initiated before birth. So far, stem/progenitor
dysfunction has only been shown postnatally.

● This study indicates that clinical protocols to target the consequences of perinatal inflammatory stress for the immature lungs
should be initiated as early as possible and ideally in utero. Within this context, our data suggest that interventions, which
promote function or repair of endogenous stem cells in the lungs, hold great promise.

INTRODUCTION
Chorioamnionitis, associated with intrauterine infection, is a
common risk factor for preterm birth. It is classified as either
clinical or histologic chorioamnionitis. Clinical chorioamnionitis is
defined by maternal fever, uterine tenderness, and maternal
systemic inflammation, whereas histologic chorioamnionitis is

silent and determined by an intrauterine infection and inflamma-
tion, which is caused by a microbial invasion into the placenta,
fetal membranes, and amniotic fluid.1,2 Ureaplasma (UP) species
are the most frequently isolated microorganisms from clinical
specimens of chorioamnionitis.3 Chorioamnionitis can elicit a
systemic immune response in the developing fetus and is
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therefore a common risk factor for adverse pulmonary outcomes
in premature infants.4 Preterm birth along with intrauterine
inflammation are strongly associated with the most frequent
and severe disorder of the premature lungs, known as bronch-
opulmonary dysplasia (BPD), which is characterized by an arrest in
the alveolarization process and a reduced vascular network.5,6

Endogenous stem/progenitor cells are crucial drivers of
organogenesis and play a pivotal role not only in lung growth
and development but also in the repair of injured lung tissue.7

Assuming that the fragile lungs of preterm infants can neither
resume healthy growth nor repair themselves after perinatal
insults, there is an increasing attention for impaired endogenous
pulmonary stem/progenitor cells and their emerging role in
(preterm) adverse pulmonary outcomes that frequently result in
life-long respiratory burden.8 Several groups have provided
evidence to support the concept that dysfunctional endogenous
pulmonary stem/progenitor cells or altered stem/progenitor cell
pools contribute to neonatal morbidities.9–11 These groups
reported developmental changes caused by postnatal pro-
inflammatory insults, including ventilation and hyperoxia. Inter-
estingly, evidence exists that the first negative impact on
pulmonary development actually already occurs in utero, in the
presence of chorioamnionitis.12,13 Therefore, we hypothesize that
alterations in essential stem/progenitor cell populations are
induced prenatally by intrauterine inflammation and that these
changes might contribute to adverse lung outcomes postnatally
and further predispose the preterm infant to long-term pulmon-
ary impairment. To address this question, a well-established ovine
model for intrauterine inflammation was used. Preterm ovine
fetuses were exposed 42 days (d) intra-amniotically to UP species
or 2d or 7d to Escherichia coli-derived lipopolysaccharide LPS to
mimic chronic infection vs. an acute inflammatory situation.14

Two time points were chosen for LPS exposure, as previous
studies reported inflammatory and structural changes in the
developing lungs 2d and 7d after LPS exposure, respectively.12

This study allows the investigation of chronic and acute
inflammatory triggers and the impact of timing and duration of
exposure in a model for the developing lungs of premature
babies.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animal model and sampling protocol
Experimental animal procedures were approved by the animal
ethics committee of the University of Western Australia (Perth,
Australia) and published previously.14 Briefly, 28 time-mated
Merino ewes of both sexes were randomly assigned to an
experimental group (Supplemental Fig. S1, online). Ewes
received an ultra-sound-guided intra-amniotic injection of live
UP serovar 3 strain HPA5 (2 × 105 color-changing units), 42d
before preterm delivery at 125d of gestational age (GA; term=
150d). UP was prepared from stock cultures, diluted in sterile
culture medium and diluted to 1:100 in sterile saline to reduce
inflammatory effects. LPS groups were exposed to an ultra-
sound-guided intra-amniotic injection of 10 mg LPS (E. coli 055:
B5; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) either 2d or 7d prior to preterm
delivery. Control groups received an equivalent injection with
saline, which was also used to dissolve LPS. The ewe was
euthanized, and the fetus was surgically delivered and eutha-
nized. Right lower lobe lung tissue (RLL) was snap frozen, and the
right upper lobe (RUL) was inflation-fixed at 30 cm H2O in 10%
buffered formalin for 24 h.

UP titers
Amniotic fluid samples of the UP group, obtained on the day of
sacrifice, were positive for UP, whereas LPS-treated and control
animals did not show any microbial growth. Plasma samples of all
experimental groups were negative for UP.14

Pulmonary pressure–volume curve
Pulmonary pressure–volume measurements were performed by
opening the thorax and inserting an endotracheal tube in the
trachea. Lungs were inflated to a maximum pressure of 40 cm
H2O, and volumes of lung deflation were recorded at pre-specified
pressures and normalized to body weight.15

Histology and immunohistochemistry
Paraffin-embedded RUL sections (4 µm) were stained histochemi-
cally with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) for lung structure
visualization and immunohistochemically for neutrophils with
myeloperoxidase (MPO, 1:500, A-0398, Dako, Santa Clara, CA) and
with CD45 for immune cells (1:500, MCA2220GA, Biorad, Hercules,
CA). Endogenous pulmonary stem/progenitor cell markers com-
prised tumor protein 63 (P63, 1:8000, ab124762, Abcam) indicative
for basal cells of the proximal airways, Keratin-14 (KRT-14, 1:1000,
905301, Biolegend, San Diego, CA) to detect differentiation of basal
cells, thyroid transcription factor-1 (TTF-1, 1:8000, WRAB-1231, Seven
Hills Bioreagents, Cincinnati, OH) to visualize Club cells in the distal
airways, and alveolar type 2 cells (AEC2) in the alveoli.16 Additionally,
proliferation marker Ki67 (1:1000, 15580, Abcam, Cambridge, UK)
and apoptosis marker cleaved caspase-3 (Casp-3, 1:200, 9661S, Cell
Signaling, Danvers, MA) were included. MPO and TTF-1 protocols
were modified for this study. Briefly, after deparaffinization and
rehydration, endogenous peroxidase activity was quenched by
incubating sections in 0.3% H2O2. Antigen retrieval for CD45, TTF-1,
Ki67, and Casp-3 was performed by boiling sections in citrate buffer
(pH 6.0), while KRT-14 slides were incubated in sodium citrate (pH
6.0). Non-specific binding of antibodies was prevented with 5%
bovine serum albumin (TTF-1, KRT-14, Ki67, Casp-3), 2% (P63), 4%
(CD45) and 10% (MPO) normal goat serum. Primary antibodies were
incubated overnight at 4 °C (for MPO 1 h at room temperature).
Subsequently, secondary antibodies (1:200), biotin-labeled Swine-
anti-Rabbit (TTF-1, KRT-14, Ki67, Casp-3, E0353, Dako), biotin-labeled
Goat-anti-Mouse (P63, CD45, E0433, Dako), or Goat-anti-Rabbit
horseradish peroxidase (MPO, 111-035-045, Bio-connect) were
incubated for 1 h (30min for MPO). Augmentation of the
antibody-specific signal was achieved with a Vectastain ABC Elite
Kit (PK-6100, Bio-connect) (P63, KRT-14, TTF-1, Ki67, Casp-3). For
visualization of MPO, slides were stained with an AEC chromogen
substrate staining. For CD45 and Casp-3, a diaminobenzidine
staining was used, while P63, TTF-1, and KRT-14 staining required
an incubation in Nickel-enhanced diaminobenzidine. Counterstain-
ing with 0.1% Nuclear Fast Red was performed for TTF-1 (Club cells)
or with hematoxylin for CD45, MPO, and Casp-3.
Isotype controls (IgG isotype control, CABT-B8473, Creative

diagnostics) were used for P63 and TTF-1 and stained according to
the identical protocols. The results can be seen online in
Supplemental Fig. S2.

Immunohistochemical analyses
Analysis of immunohistochemical stainings was performed with a
light microscope (Leica DM2000, Rijswijk, the Netherlands) and the
Leica Application Suite 3.7.0 software (Leica Microsystem, Wetzlar,
Germany).
Per animal one section of the RUL was investigated by two

blinded observers. Analysis of stainings was performed according
to the location of the markers. For P63 and KRT-14, 5 randomly
chosen cross-sectional cut proximal airways were analyzed
per section, while 5 randomly chosen distal airways were used
for TTF-1 to analyze Club cells. TTF-1-positive (+) AEC2 were
quantified in five high-power fields (HPFs) in the alveoli, excluding
crossing septa, vessels, and bronchioles. Regions of interest were
chosen randomly throughout the section. Proximal and distal
airways were identified according to the presence vs. absence of
cartilage plates and mucosal glands, respectively.17 According to
these airway characteristics, we determined a cut-off value of 200
µm bronchial diameter in ovine fetal lungs at this GA (proximal:
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<200 µm; distal: >200 µm). P63+ and KRT-14+ basal cells were
enumerated with a standard threshold to detect positive cells with
the Leica QWin Pro V3.5.1 software (Leica Microsystem), restricted
to the bronchial epithelium. TTF-1-stained Club cells were counted
in distal airways and terminal bronchioles. A magnification of ×200
was used for P63 and KRT-14 analyses. TTF-1+ AEC2 were
quantified with a similar standard threshold at ×100
magnification.
Additionally, for P63, KRT-14, and TTF-1+ Club cell analyses the

perimeter of the bronchial ring/branch was measured with the
ImageJ software (ImageJ 1.52i software, Bethesda, MD, USA) to
determine the number of positive cells per millimeter of bronchial
and bronchiolar lining. For AEC2 analysis, the surface area of the
HPFs was determined with a different Qwin software algorithm,
and positive cells were presented per square millimeter.
In the alveoli, further analyses were performed on Ki67, MPO,

and CD45: at a magnification of ×200, 5 random pictures were
taken of the alveoli. The alveolar compartment comprised the
alveolar walls, alveolar airspaces, and perivascular space for the
quantification of MPO and CD45, while Ki67 was analyzed only in
the alveolar walls. The surface area was determined with a Qwin
software algorithm to display results as positive cells per square
millimeter.

Real-time PCR
RNA was extracted from snap-frozen RLL using Trizol (15596,
Invitrogen, Waltham, MA)/chloroform.12 Genomic DNA was
eliminated (QIAmp DNA Mini Kit (51306, Qiagen, Hilden,
Germany)), followed by reverse transcriptase PCR into cDNA with
the SensiFastTM cDNA Synthesis Kit (BIO-65053, Bio-line, London,
UK). Real-time quantitative PCR was performed in duplicate, with
the SensiMixTM SYBR Hi-Rox Kit (QT605, GC Bioline), using the
LightCycler-480 Instrument (Roche Applied Science, Basel, Switzer-
land). Ovine-specific primers were designed based on genome
sequences of Ovis aries (Table 1) and partially previously
published.13 Results were normalized to the Geomean of
the housekeeping genes ribosomal protein S15 (RPS15), glycer-
aldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase and human-14-3-3 protein

zeta/delta. Relative changes in the expression were determined
over control values. Because lung tissue for mRNA analysis was not
available from all animals, group sizes may differ by 1–2 animals
from immunohistochemical stainings.

Statistics
All results are presented as means and with a confidence interval
of 95% or standard error of the mean, with a significance level of
p < 0.05. Actual p values between 0.05 and 0.1 were reported
when interpreted as biologically relevant, as described pre-
viously.15 Non-parametric analysis of variance with subsequent
post hoc analysis, using Dunn’s multiple comparison test, was
performed to determine the statistical significance of the
difference between the experimental groups.15

Statistical analysis for the pressure–volume curve was obtained
for the entire expiratory slope and for each pressure point in a
point-by-point manner.

RESULTS
Chronic and acute inflammatory stimuli elicited an inflammatory
response in the premature lungs
To assess pulmonary inflammation, cytokine and chemokine levels
were measured, and immune cells were enumerated in the alveoli.
An increase of interleukin (IL)-6, IL-8, C-C chemokine motif ligand 2
(CCL2), C-C chemokine receptor 2 (CCR2), IL-1β, and tumor
necrosis factor (TNF)-α (Fig. 1a–d, IL-1β and TNF-α data not shown)
mRNA levels was determined in 2d LPS-exposed animals,
compared to controls (IL-6: SAL vs. 2d LPS, p= 0.0025; IL-8: SAL
vs. 2d LPS, p= 0.0007; CCL2: SAL vs. 2d LPS, p < 0.0001; CCR2: SAL
vs. 2d LPS, p < 0.0001). These cytokine/chemokine levels were
normalized in 7d LPS-exposed animals, apart from CCR2 mRNA
levels that remained elevated (SAL vs. 7d LPS, p= 0.0079). UP did
not affect mRNA levels of these cytokines/chemokines in the lung
tissue 42d after infection. In the 2d LPS group, a marked
infiltration of macrophages was visible in H&E sections (Supple-
mental Fig. S3, online). Significantly increased numbers of CD45+
immune cells (Fig. 1e, SAL vs. 2d LPS, p= 0.0204) and neutrophils
were measured in 2d and 7d LPS animals (Fig. 1f, SAL vs. 2d LPS,
p= 0.01; SAL vs. 7d LPS, p= 0.0004). Neutrophils tended to be
also increased in 42d UP-infected animals (SAL vs. 42d UP, p=
0.0545).
No morphological changes in the alveoli or bronchi were

determined on histological sections that could influence the
analysis of immunohistochemical stainings.

Acute inflammation reduced the P63+ basal cell population in the
proximal airways
Although the development of the proximal airways is largely
completed at the time of the inflammatory hits, proximal
progenitor cells are exposed to the inflammatory environment
and have been shown in adult diseases to contribute to distal lung
repair.18 The transcription factor SOX-2 is essential in early and late
lung development, driving the branching of the respiratory tree,
and regulating proximal airway progenitor cell proliferation and
differentiation.19 To assess the impact of acute and chronic
inflammation on proximal airway progenitors, SOX-2 expression
was assessed. SOX-2 mRNA levels were unchanged both after
chronic UP exposure and after 2d and 7d acute LPS exposure
(Fig. 2a).
We examined the main proximal progenitor cell population,

namely, P63+ basal cells. Interestingly, P63 expressing cells were
significantly decreased in the 7d LPS group compared to controls
(Fig. 2b, d–g, SAL vs. 7d LPS, p= 0.0182).
KRT-14 is a differentiation marker for basal cells and was

additionally assessed in proximal airways to determine conse-
quences of reduced P63+ basal cell numbers (Fig. 2c). KRT-14
analysis revealed no changes in the number of KRT-14+ cells in

Table 1. Primer sets used for real-time PCR.

Gene Sequence (5′–3′)

TNF-A Fw
Rv

CCTCTCTCTAATCAGCCCTCTG
GAGGACCTGGGAGTAGATGAG

CCL2 Fw
Rv

CTCGCTGCAACATGAAGTTCTC
GGGAGTTAATTGCATCTGGCTG

CCR2 Fw
Rv

ATCTACCGGACCGAGGAAGA
TTCGGCAGGGTTCACTGTAA

TGF-Β Fw
Rv

AAAAGAACTGCTGTGTTCGTCA
GACCTTGCTGTACTGTGTGTCC

SOX-2 Fw
Rv

ACAACTCTATGACCAGCTCGC
GCCCTGCTGAGAATAGGACA

SOX-9 Fw
Rv

CTCTGGAGACTGCTGAACGAG
GCCGTTCTTCACCGACTTCC

AQP5 Fw
Rv

ATCTACTTCACGGGCTGCTC
GGATGGCCACACGATCACTC

GAPDH Fw
Rv

GGAAGCTCACTGGCATGGC
CCTGCTTCACCACCTTCTTG

YWHAZ Fw
Rv

TGAACTCCCCTGAGAAAGCC
TCCGATGTCCACAATGTCAAGT

Fw forward, Rv reverse, CCL2 monocyte chemotactic protein 1, CCR2
chemokine receptor type 2, TGF-β transforming growth factor, SOX-2 SRY-
related HMG-box-2, Aqp5 aquaporin 5, GAPDH glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate
dehydrogenase, YWHAZ human 14-3-3 protein zeta/delta.
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either treatment group, indicating that intrauterine inflammation
had no effect on KRT-14-related basal cell differentiation.

Chronic and acute intrauterine inflammation caused a loss of Club
cells and AEC2
The transcription factor SOX-9 has a crucial role in distal airway
development by controlling distal progenitor cell proliferation and
differentiation.19 Therefore, SOX-9 expression was assessed to get
insight into the effects of acute and chronic inflammation on the
distal lung development. SOX-9 mRNA levels significantly dropped in
42d UP-infected animals and in 7d LPS-exposed animals (Fig. 3a, SAL
vs. 42d UP, p= 0.031; SAL vs. 7d LPS, p= 0.0421). These results
prompted us to study the distal lung progenitors, including surfactant
producing Club cells in the distal bronchioles and AEC2 in the alveoli.
TTF-1+ cells in the distal bronchioles were decreased, indicating

diminished numbers of the Club cell population in the 2d and 7d
LPS groups (Fig. 3b–f, SAL vs. 2d LPS, p= 0.0022; SAL vs. 7d LPS,
p= 0.0026). Even though not significant, a decrease in Club cell
population was also found in 42d UP-infected animals (SAL vs. 42d
UP, p= 0.0514).

A similar pattern was found in the alveoli, where the number of
TTF-1-expressing AEC2 overall was decreased (Fig. 4a, e–h). In
addition, a significant decrease in AEC2 pool with progenitor
potential was also observed in UP-infected animals (SAL vs. 42d
UP, p= 0.0149).

Proliferative potential and Aqp5 mRNA levels were reduced after
exposure to chronic and acute inflammatory triggers
The lower number of stem/progenitor cells could be the result of
less proliferation or increased cell death. We therefore assessed
proliferation (Ki67, Fig. 4c) and apoptosis (Casp-3) in the proximal
airways and developing alveoli. Additionally, we analyzed
transforming growth factor (TGF)-β expression, an important
growth factor for lung development (Fig. 4b). A significant
decrease in TGF-β mRNA levels (Fig. 4b) and a reduced number
of Ki67+ cells in alveoli (Fig. 4c) were detected in chronically
infected animals and in 7d LPS animals (TGF-β: SAL vs. 42d UP,
p= 0.0027; SAL vs. 7d LPS, p= 0.0290; Ki67: SAL vs. 42d UP,
p= 0.0397; SAL vs. 7d LPS, p= 0.0125). A similar pattern for Ki67
was measured in the proximal airways (data not shown). No
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difference in Casp-3+ cells was found in all the treatment groups
compared to controls (data not shown).
As previous results point toward reduced AEC2 populations,

associated with lower proliferation, we further looked into their
progenitor function by assessing differentiation toward AEC1.
AEC1 were examined using the expression of Aqp5 as a marker for

this cell type (Fig. 4d). Interestingly, Aqp5 expression in the
preterm lungs emerges around 120d GA and increases propor-
tional to increasing GA (Supplemental Fig. S4, online). Aqp5
expression was reduced after chronic and acute inflammation,
with the 7d LPS group being statistically significant (Fig. 4d, SAL
vs. 7d LPS, p= 0.0331).
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Acute LPS exposure enhanced surfactant mRNA levels in the
preterm ovine lungs
Decreased proliferation and differentiation of a reduced AEC2
population prompted us to investigate the synthesis of surfactant
proteins A–D, since AEC2 are the major producer of surfactant
proteins. While SP-B and -C are major components in keeping the
surface tension low, SP-A and -D have a role in the structural
organization of surfactant and its homeostasis, respectively, and
are additionally responsible for pathogen recognition.
Chronic UP inflammation did not alter mRNA levels of any of the

surfactant proteins. However, SP-A mRNA levels increased
significantly during 2d and 7d acute LPS inflammation (Fig. 5a,
SAL vs. 2d LPS, p= 0.0095; SAL vs. 7d LPS, p= 0.0152).
mRNA levels of SP-D were increased in the 2d LPS group and

markedly elevated in 7d LPS-exposed animals, compared to
controls (Fig. 5d, SAL vs. 2d LPS, p= 0.0602; SAL vs. 7d LPS, p=
0.0033).
SP-B mRNA levels were increased in the 2d LPS group (Fig. 5b),

whereas SP-C mRNA levels were elevated at 7d after LPS exposure
(Fig. 5c, SAL vs. 7d LPS, p= 0.093).

Lung gas volumes were increased after chronic and acute
inflammation
As we determined increased surfactant mRNA levels after acute
inflammation, we further assessed lung gas volumes (Fig. 5e).
Chronic UP infection led to significantly higher lung gas volumes,
compared to controls (SAL vs. 42d UP, p= 0.0143). Additionally,
lung gas volumes were higher in the 7d LPS group (SAL vs. 7d LPS,
p= 0.0001).

DISCUSSION
Accumulating evidence suggest that crucial events occurring
perinatally can have a tremendous impact on the later health
status of an adult.20 From chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
(COPD) cohort studies, evidence was provided that patients with
negative early life experiences, including low birth weight,
prematurity, and BPD, were predisposed to develop COPD later
in life.21 More importantly, Um-Bergström showed long-term lung
function impairment in adults with a history of BPD in comparison
with childhood asthma and preterm infants without (pulmonary)
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complications.22 The underlying causes for such prolonged lung
function impairment, resulting from adverse lung development,
are poorly understood.
Recently, the idea of altered stem/progenitor cell pools as

potential contributor to aberrant development of the lungs and to
the predisposition to BPD has been suggested.8 This concept

emerged among others from clinical studies, reporting lower
numbers of endogenous circulating endothelial progenitor
populations that were associated with the development of BPD in
preterm infants.23

Our study, in which we show that intrauterine inflammation
negatively impacts populations of epithelial stem/progenitor cells
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by affecting their function and numbers, supports and extends
this concept. Importantly, we demonstrate that such essential
alterations can be already initiated before birth and that the type
of inflammatory trigger, timing, and duration of the exposure
influences the dimensions of the effects. For instance, the impact
of chronic infection on stem/progenitor populations is detected
primarily in the distal airways and alveoli, while the effects of an
acute insult are more pronounced and affect stem/progenitor
populations throughout the entire lungs. Besides the use of a
living microorganism vs. a microbial toxin, the GA of the ovine
fetuses, along with the developmental stage of the lungs at the
time of inflammation, might be responsible for the varying
susceptibility of stem/progenitor cells toward the inflammatory
trigger. In the third trimester of gestation and in the alveolar stage
of lung development (ovine fetuses at 125d GA),24 proximal
airways are substantially developed, whereas bronchioles and
alveoli are still expanding. Therefore, induction of potential injury

within the proximal part of the lungs in the second trimester
might be repaired within the 42d post UP infection.
Another explanation for lower susceptibility in the proximal

airways might be the anatomical and histological differences with
the distal airways. The pseudostratified columnar epithelium in the
proximal airways overlays the basal cell layer and therefore no
direct contact between basal cells and the airway lumen, where
potential pathogens reside, can occur.25 Additionally, various
types of tight junctions and adhesion molecules determine the
integrity of the epithelial layer and its barrier function.26 In
contrast, the distal airways are covered by a cuboidal layer of
epithelial cells, exposing Club cells directly to inflammatory
triggers.
There are several mechanisms that potentially underlie the

apparent loss of stem/progenitor cells following intrauterine
inflammation: lower population numbers most commonly result
from an arrest in cell proliferation or increased cell death.
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According to the current data, a reduced proliferative capacity was
observed for proximal (data not shown) and distal airways,
indicative for diminished stem/progenitor function, whereas no
increase in cell death was found. Furthermore, as pulmonary stem/
progenitor cells are located in and controlled by specific stem cell
niches, disturbances in these niches might also influence the
residing stem/progenitor cells.27 For instance, Kuypers et al. found
aberrant Wingless-Int (Wnt) and Sonic hedgehog signaling in
chorioamnionitis-exposed preterm lamb lungs,13 indicating that
essential developmental processes are affected by intrauterine
inflammation and potentially contribute to changes of progenitor
cell function. The disturbed Wnt signaling and reduced stem/
progenitor cell pools occurring prenatally are also suggested to be
involved in the onset and progression of chronic lung diseases
later in life.28 In line, we report developmental changes in SOX-9
expression, which is reduced after chronic and acute inflammatory
triggers. Equally important in lung development is the anti-
inflammatory cytokine and growth factor TGF-β, which is known
to have a crucial role in vascular and alveolar development.29 Here
we found a decrease of TGF-β mRNA after chronic and acute
inflammation, which parallels our findings on disturbed prolifera-
tion and differentiation in the alveoli.
Furthermore, prenatal changes in endothelial cells and fibro-

blast have been reported due to inflammation and subsequent
preterm birth.15 Inflammation- and preterm birth-induced
changes in signaling processes and epithelial cell pools point
toward alterations in the delicate stem cell niches as a potential
contributor to stem/progenitor cell loss.27 However, whether
possible alterations in the niches are a cause or consequence of
stem cell attenuation remains to be determined.
Another interesting theory is the concept of advanced aging of

premature lungs. With respect to stem cells, one of the crucial
aspects of aging is a diminished capacity of stem cells to renew
and differentiate into other cell types.30 Interestingly, a decreased
proliferation potential in alveoli and a reduced differentiation of
AEC2 into AEC1 was detected in the current study after prenatal
inflammation. Postnatally, aging-associated molecular pathway
alterations were reported in the neonatal lungs of BPD patients.31

Further in-depth investigation of molecular pathways, including
epigenetic alterations, changes in chromatin remodeling, and
mitochondrial dysfunction, are required to examine the associa-
tion of developmental changes with advanced aging in the
preterm lungs.31

The prenatal loss of stem/progenitor cells is considered to have
functional consequences postnatally. This concept is supported by
the obtained data, where we observed both aberrant cellular
differentiation along with lower proliferation in the alveoli.
Hereby, we show that intrauterine inflammation leads to an arrest

in lung development already in utero, while disturbed alveolar
development has so far been observed postnatally in BPD patients.32

Interestingly, reduced progenitor function (lower proliferation
and differentiation) was accompanied by changes in surfactant
synthesis. Whether surfactant mRNA levels increased as compen-
satory reaction to AEC2 and AEC1 loss or whether enhanced
surfactant synthesis suppresses proliferation and differentiation
potential of AEC2 remains to be investigated. The increased lung
gas volumes after chronic UP exposure without changes in
surfactant mRNA indicate that other mechanisms required for
lung development are involved in the apparent maturation of the
preterm lungs during antenatal stress, as shown previously.33

Regardless, our data support the dogma that improved lung
function occurs at the expense of maintaining appropriate lung
development.34,35 The observed inflammation-associated loss of
stem/progenitor cells in utero may persist into postnatal develop-
ment and may contribute to adverse pulmonary outcomes.
Indeed, alterations in epithelial stem cell pools have been

detected postnatally and associated with subsequent changes

in lung function. For instance, neonates dying from respiratory
distress syndrome (RDS) showed reduced TTF-1 expression in
distal and terminal bronchioles and in the alveoli,11 which was
associated with the incidence of pneumonia and pulmonary
hemorrhage. Similar observations were published by Stahlman
et al. confirming the reduced expression of TTF-1 in RDS.9

Additionally, they reported lower expression of TTF-1 in BPD
patients, particularly in regions of acute inflammation, hemor-
rhage, and edema. In a postnatal hyperoxia mouse model,
depletion of AEC2 and inhibition of their proliferative capacity
was reported in newborn mice. These reduced AEC2 numbers
were associated with disrupted development of alveoli and
persisted until mice were full grown and led to increased
susceptibility to severe respiratory viral infections.36,37 Deptula
et al. showed increased P63 expression and repair of injured
airways by activated basal and Club cells, after excessive
postnatal ventilation of preterm lambs for several hours.38 In
contrast, reduced numbers but no apparent change in function
were found in the current prenatal study after inflammation,
suggesting that the timing of stimulation, the duration, and
type of trigger play a crucial role in the response of the lung
tissue.
In this proof-of-concept study, we aimed to investigate whether

endogenous stem/progenitor cells are affected by antenatal
infection/inflammation. We indeed find concrete evidence that
chronic and acute inflammation depleted stem/progenitor popu-
lations of different lung compartments. However, future studies
are required to further substantiate on stem/progenitor cell level,
and therefore the use of multiple cell surface markers is essential.
Consequently, by using immunohistochemical analyses we cannot
determine specific stem or progenitor subsets that might be
affected in the developing lungs. For this purpose, complimentary
analysis on sorted cells (fluorescence-activated cell sorting) and
single-cell sequencing would be highly informative.
Furthermore, the response of stem/progenitor populations

varies according to the type of trigger and duration of
inflammation. To clarify the variation in response, effects that
might have occurred between the 7d and 42d of exposure need
to be assessed.
Investigating the specific type of stem/progenitor pool and

underlying causes of the stem/progenitor cell loss will be of great
importance for clinical applications to prevent or treat prenatal
and postnatal structural and functional changes before adverse
lung outcomes can occur. Among others, reduced surfactant
metabolism and simplified lung structures in prematurely born
infants are already being addressed in the clinics. For instance,
corticosteroids are administered when extreme preterm birth is
expected39 to enhance lung maturation, and facilitate breathing
after preterm delivery. Infants also receive exogenous surfactant
treatment to improve lung compliance.40 Nevertheless, intrauter-
ine inflammation-induced delay of lung development, predispos-
ing the already immature preterm lungs to chronic lung diseases
like BPD and asthma, remains untreated. Our data indicate that
altered epithelial stem/progenitor pools and potentially impaired
function start prenatally, so that the administration of therapies
should be initiated even earlier than, for instance, corticosteroid
treatment.
In summary, we report that chronic and acute intrauterine

inflammation improve the function of the immature lungs but
reduce endogenous epithelial stem/progenitor cells and their
function, which might be a novel mechanistic explanation/link
between the susceptibility of the lungs for further postnatal injury
and prenatal inflammation. The data suggest that addressing
developmental problems in the premature lungs as early as
possible will prevent exacerbation of structural changes and
diminish the incidence of adverse pulmonary outcomes
postnatally.
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